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Steps:

� σ-Factor binds to 

RNA polymerase

(RNAP)

� resulting RNAP 
holoenzyme binds 

to DNA

� the complex slides 

along the DNA until 
a promoter is found

� … 

Promoter StructurePromoter Structure

Model Organism Data:

� E. Coli K12, ~ 4100 promoters of the main sigma factor (sigma 70).

Promoter Structure:

� the sigma factor detects two promoter regions (-35 and -10 region, 
each 6 nucleotides long), with a variable spacer of 15-21 random 
nucleotides in between.
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sequences

� in digital data transmission, the data stream is often divided into 
frames. The header of each frame contains a special sequence 

(sync word) allowing the receiver to perform frame synchronization

� the process of promoter detection by RNA polymerase is equivalent 
to detection of information frames in communication systems, except 
that 2 sync words are used in the header

Analogy btw. Transcription and SynchronizationAnalogy btw. Transcription and Synchronization
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Choice of the Sync WordChoice of the Sync Word

Desired Sync Word Properties:

� probability of its random occurrence should be minimized.

� its structure should not allow shifted synchronizations

� should be easily distinguishable using a simple correlation measure

Sync Word’s Aperiodic Autocorrelation Function (ACF):

ACF rates the similarity of a sequence to itself for different shifts
(therefore, it reveals structure properties like periodicities)

Mismatch Score Matrix

� nucleotide match is rewarded with 1

� all mismatches must thus be punished with an overall weight of -1, 
therefore each nucleotide mismatch has to be punished with -1/3 
under the assumption of equally distributed nucleotides

Pseudo Autocorrelation Based on Mismatch Scores

Pseudo Autocorrelation Pseudo Autocorrelation -- Quaternary AlphabetQuaternary Alphabet
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Autocorrelation PropertiesAutocorrelation Properties

Autocorrelation properties are evaluated using two measures:

� Peak-to-SideLobe ratio PSL:

likelihood of shifted sync

� Merit Factor MF:

detection signal strength

Algorithm:

� calculate PSL and MF for all 46=4096 nucleotide sequences of length
six using the pseudo ACF

� compare performance of promoter sequences to all other sequences

Percentage of better sequences:

Conclusions:

� nature uses sequences in the -35 promoter regions that have good 
ACF properties, and thus are easily distinguishable, even though they
might not be the sequences with the highest promoter strength

Promoter Autocorrelation PropertiesPromoter Autocorrelation Properties Binding Energy Based Model of Promoter RecognitionBinding Energy Based Model of Promoter Recognition

Position Specific Scoring Matrix (PSSM):

� position specific nucleotide contribution to binding energy based on 
microarray gene expression data (Kiryu 2005), not on occurence
frequency counts was used!

� -35 consensus vs. strongest promoter

TTGACA vs. AAGAAT

Binding energy between sigma factor and the promoter region:

Binding Energy Calculation Using Sliding WindowBinding Energy Calculation Using Sliding Window

Position Specific Binding Energy:

Sliding Window:

Interpretation

� decline (A) and (C) appear due to correlation btw. the -35 & -10 region

� decline (B) corresponds to the actual promoter site

Average Binding Energy of All PromotersAverage Binding Energy of All Promoters

Average Binding Energy

� 4067 promoters

� aligned around

transcription start site i=0

Kinetic Interpretation of the Promoter Detection ModelKinetic Interpretation of the Promoter Detection Model

Arrhenius Equation:

� transition rate from position i to i±1

� hop probability from position i to i+1

Autocorrelation Properties of Promoters:

� promoter autocorrelation properties in E. Coli were investigated

� nature seems to prefer easily distinguishable promoters with good 
autocorrelation properties in the -35 region over strong promoters 
with respect to binding energies and expression strength

Average Promoter Binding Energy:

� tendencies in average binding energy of all E.Coli promoters were 

investigated to gain insights about the promoter recognition process

� a tendency towards higher binding energy in the -300 to 200 bp
region around the transcription site was observed

� a kinetic model was used to interpret the result and to show that on 
average the RNAP holoenzyme tends to slide towards the promoter

when it has reached this region

ConclusionsConclusions


